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1. 
My. invention relates, to. adjustable. blade fans; 

and. more particularly to adjustable bladev fans 
or" the vane axialtype.v 

It is customary in thedesigning of adjustable 
blade fans to choose a size of. motor adequate 
for the drive .at the maximum pitch anglewhich 
it is intended they shallhave. It ,hasbeen, found 
in practice, however, that. the users of these fans 
are not. always satis?ed to employ them for the 
moving. of the volume of. air. for which they. were 
designed, andv will readjust. the. fan. blades. to 
such angles that the motor. may bev seriously 
overloaded. It would. therefore be,v highly ad's 
vantageous if suitable meanscouldbe provided; 
which: would prevent. adjustment. of.‘ the, fan 
blades to positions which would, require, more 
power than, their associated; motors. were de 
signed toprovidehespeoially if suchadjustment 
limiting meanscouldbe made such. as to be in 
accessible to. any tampering without. substan-. 
tial trouble being involved; and. especially also 
if such means could be of'such a nature that 
it might be incorporated in whole series of blades 
and by more variation in ?nishing~ steps. take 
care of differential capacities. 

It. is an object of my inventionto provide an. 
improved adjustable blade fan. It is another 
object of. my invention to provide. animproved 
adjustable blade fan of.v the vane axialitype. It 
isa further object of my invention to provide 
an adjustable blade fan having improved. blade 
supporting androtating means. It, is still an 
other object of jmy invention to provide an.im 
proved adjustable blade fan having incorporated‘ 
therein means. for precluding improvident ad 
justmentoi the pitch angle of the blades in such 
a manner as to result in an overloading of the 
fan driving motor. It is yet a further object .' 
of my invention to provide an improved‘ ad 
justable blade fan having incorporated therein 
improved, means for controlling the maximum 
pitch'angle of- the blades'and adapted'to permit-4 
a: single blade blank to be employed in the pro 
duction of fans-of'substantially diiferent output‘, 
merely by variation in the ?nishingoperations: 
It~is still another object‘ of‘ my invention to'pro 
vide an improved blade angle‘adjustment‘ limit 
ing means-which whilewholly eifective'shall be. 
out of’ harm’s way, and not subject to‘alteration 
Without deliberate disassembly of parts so'thatv 
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such. adjustment limiting-meanscan be reached, 
Other objects and'advant'agesof the invention 
will, however, hereinafter. more fully appear. 
Inthe. accompanying drawings, in whichone 

form in. which my invention. may be embodied.v 
is shown . for purposes. of illustration, 

Fig, 1 is. an end‘ View. of. av vane. axialv fan. in» 
whichmy‘ invention is.incorporated;.with a por 
tion brokenawav. 

Fig. 2_is.a seetionon the. plane of theline 2-2. 
ofjEi'g, 1, on. an enlarged‘ scale. 

Fi'aBLis. adetail section. on the. plane of.‘ the 
line 3,--3fof,'Fig. 1, onianenlarged' scale; 
Fig-Alisa seotiononthe plane of'the line 4-4 ' 

offFi‘g... 3,. with. parts. broken away. 
Fig. 5." isafragmentary sectional view on the 

plane of‘the. line ‘5-5? of. Fig. 3'. 
FigHGVisan enlargediperspective view showing 

a portion, of ‘a .fan bladeand' the whole of the 
hub and. pivot. element; thereof.‘ 

Rig: Tis aview similar. to Fig. 4; showing parts 
in a different: adjusted position. 

Fig. 8 isa view similar to, ‘Fig, 4. showing the. 
parts , in_ still‘ a di?erent _ adjusted’. position, 

- ‘Fig. ojisarperspective view showingaportion 
of‘a ‘blade‘and‘aportion of'the blade supporting 
rotor constructionhwith parts broken away to‘ 
illustrate details offthe:inventibmtheview being 
on. a different‘ scale. 
ReferringtoLthe drawingshand ?rst‘ to Figs. 1' 

and-2; it will be observed.’ that a fan and‘ motor 
casing C'is'made up of’ a deflector ring I, desir 
ably in ‘the form of? an aluminum spinning, a. 
ring 2 forming a fanv housing, and‘ a ring, or 
outer. casing. 3‘having stationary vanes. 4“ per 
manently:secured*thereto~andv connected‘at ‘their 
inner ‘edges'with. an‘ inner ring member 5'. to‘ 
which the vanes are also. secured'and‘whiohin 
turn’ is ‘?xedly secured‘ to and‘ supports a- motor 
positioning-plate 6;"having'an opening 7. there 
through. Armotor 8tofa~ horsepower suited to the 
designed? air displacement‘ of the fan, is provided 
with a' motor shaft .‘i‘andjis secured‘as by studs l6‘ 
and‘ nuts "I l~to~ the-supporting: plate » 6, being -po 
sitioned with respect'to' said"- plate; transversely; 
bymeanspof‘a, surface of rotation l2‘:on the motor 
casingcooperating with an‘ internal surface of‘ 
rotation lo‘formed‘onthe-plate?; and; longitudie 
nally; by means of a- planetransverse surface “3* 
cooperating-with an‘ opposite" plane surface 11 on 
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the motor positioning plate 6. The motor shaft 
9 carries a blade carrying rotor l6, desirably of 
light metal such as aluminum, having the huh I‘! 
thereof provided with a steel bushing or insert 
i8 secured by appropriate holding means IE to 
the shaft 9. The rotor includes a web portion 
20 to which a rim portion 2| is integrally se 
cured. The rim portion is provided with a 
peripheral surface 22, which corresponds to a 
portion of a spherical surface. The rim por 
tion 2| has at various equally-spaced positions 
about it thickened portions 23 in which sockets 
for the reception of the hub and shaft portions 
of the fan blades are formed. Associated with 
the rotor H3 at each of the portions 23 is a fan 
blade 25 consisting of an appropriately formed 
lade portion 28, desirably made of aluminum 

or other light material, a tapering hub portion 
21, and a pivot element 28, said tapering hub 
portion being in the form of a solid of revolution 
of which the axis lies in the same line with the 
axis of the pivot element 28 and said pivot ele~ 
ment comprising a pair of collar or shoulder 
portions 29 and 39 connected by a reduced por 
tion 3 i , said collar portions appropriately periph 
erally formed, as by knurling, so that when cast 
in position in the fan blade 25 they will resist 
tendencies to loosen their connection with the 
blade, the spool-like construction preventing the 
blade from pulling axially away from the pivot : 
element 28 and the knurling, or the like, pre 
venting relative rotation between element and 
blade. The pivot element 28 has a cylindrical 
portion 33 which is adapted to be rotatably re 
ceived within a tubular insert or sleeve 34, de 
sirably made of steel and connected securely to 
the rotor rim as by the casting of the metal of 
the rotor around it, one such bearing sleeve in 
each of the thickened portions 23. These sleeve 

portions may be knurled on end collar portions 35 so as to hold them non-rotatively relative to _ 

the rotor. The inner ends of the blades are 
formed with surfaces 31 which are struck on arcs 
of radii only slightly exceeding the radius of the 
spherical surface 22. The hub portions 2‘! have 
peripheral surfaces which are, in the main, sur 
faces of revolution, and the portions 23 have 
sockets 40 which correspond closely to the pe 
ripheral contour of the hub portions 21. Since 
each hub portion and associated pivot element 
has a maximum diametric dimension in each 
plane to which their axes are perpendicular at 
least as great as in any parallel planes nearer 
the inner end of said pivot element, the blades 
are positionable in fully assembled relation with 
the rotor by movement axially of the tapering 
sockets in the rotor. With the portions of the 
hub portions 27 within which the pivot elements 
23 are ?xed inside the sockets 40 there is not 
only a very compact construction, but one in 
which the possibility of breaking of the blades 
loose from the pivots is much reduced. Blade 
angle ?xing screws 4| extend through threaded 
openings 42 formed in the material of the rotor 
surrounding the socket member 34 and through 
the wall of this socket member. The wall of 
the socket 43 is provided with an arcuate recess 
43, and, as originally cast or molded, the hub 
portions 2'! have projecting portions 44 which 
may be of such arcuate dimension as to occupy 
any desired portion of the arcuate dimension of 
the recesses 43 and as originally cast will usually 
have such angular extent as, if inserted in said 
arcuate recesses, to limit the potential turn of 
the blades to not more than the minimum useful 
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amount. By appropriately milling away the ma 
terial of the projections 44, these projections may 
be caused to limit the angular adjustment of 
the fan blades about the axes of the pivots 33 to 
any desired extent. For example, if a small 
angle of adjustment is desired, the width arcuate 
ly of the portions 44 may be a relatively large 
portion of the arcuate extent of the recesses 43. 
If a relatively large range of angular adjustment 
of the blade is desired, the width arcuately of 
the portions 44 may be substantially reduced, 
and the difference in the arcuate extent of these 
portions and of the recesses in which they are 
received will de?nitely determine the range of 
angular adjustment of the blades. 
The projections will be so located with respect 

to the blades, or the recesses 43 will be so located 
with respect to the sockets-or there may be such 
location both of the projecting portions with 
respect to the blade and of the recesses with 
respect to the socket-as to determine the desired 
angular relation of the parts in both minimum 
and maximum pitch angle position. 
The outer surface of the hub 21 alongside the 

blade may be marked with graduations to co 
operate with an index line on the peripheral sur 
face of the rotor to indicate the actual angular 
relation of the blades to the rotor. For example, 
Fig. 8 shows a fan blade positioned in minimum 
pitch angle position; Fig. '7 the maximum angu 
lar position possible between the parts with the 
construction shown; and Fig. 4 shows an inter 
mediate position of adjustment. 

It will be noted that the rotor is ?tted with a 
.~ nose 45 which may be of spun aluminum, and 

suitably rounded or domed to direct or guide the 
air flow and this nose may be held in position by 
flexible spring latch elements 46 secured at ra 
dially extending portions 41 thereof to the web 
20 of the fan rotor. 

It will be noted moreover that sole reliance 
is not placed on the angle ?xing screws 4| to 
hold the fan blades in adjusted position, and 
that lock washers 43 and lock nuts 49 are ar 
ranged on the threaded extremities 50 of the 
elements 28 and, acting against the end 5| of the 
sleeve 34, draw the collar 30 tightly against the 
upper end of the sleeve 34. 

Suitable ?xtures may be used for setting the 
fan blades, and when one blade is set at the de 
sired angle, and the screw 4! and the nut 49 are 
tightened, a ring having studs spaced equally 
with the blade spacing may be ?xed coaxially 
with the fan rotor with one of its studs in con 
tact with the ?xed (set) blade. The other blades 
may then be moved to like contact with other 
studs (their respective ones) and ?xed by the 
screw and by the nut, associated with them, and 
thus like settings for all the blades will be effected. 
From the foregoing description it will be ob 

vious that I have provided an improved, simple 
and effective blade angle control and a cor» 
respondingly improved fan rotor construction. 
The lugs may all be made the same size on orig 
inal blade castings of a given size, and machined 
(milled) to proper angular dimension. ‘Then 
with the recess cast in the socket wall in the 
rotor-so that it constitutes an enlargement of 
the bore or socket at one side of the latter, a very 
simple method of producing these recesses is 
provided, recesses with end walls extending ra 
dially from the axis of the socket. reason of 
the housed in location of the limit means an 
improved result in security against accidental 
destruction of these means is provided. The 
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sameblade; blanks, so;- to speak; can: besmadeiupi 
for. use; in. fans, of different; volume; and, pressure: 
characteristics; and; each, fan. which the; lug; 
width, or; more; strictly the,v angular relation; of, 
the lug edges to the associated. blade, isthe same 
for. all blades‘ will; be adapted» not. only‘ for like 
normal settings; but: for-like extreme settings. 
Obviously by forming. the. taper. of the hub 21 
with an arcuategeneratrix, the selection.o?amill-v 
ingcutter of corresponding-radius willlmakevery, 
easy the cutting of: the projection ‘41k to :anysde 
siredv width. The resultant form of the principal‘ 
surface of the hub willbe asurface of-revolution 
having its generatrix. arcuate and with itsicon-i 
cavity facingv away from they axisrof the surface. 
And: it may be noted: that the lug projecting 
from the surface of the hubportionhasthesure 
faces at its opposite sides in, planesintersecting 
along the axis of. the hub. (see Fig; 4):. It will. 
further be noted- that the radial, sockets inthev 
rim portion it have circular mouths opening 
through the outer periphery iofiithe rim and ‘have 
sidewallsv principally in the form, of ausurface oft 
revolution which tapers in the direction of- the- 
center of the rotor'el‘ement‘. Theifanlblad'esvalso 
have hub portions providcdiwitha tapering; side-,_ 
wall principally: in, the form of a SuDfaC8‘Of7lYeV-Or 
lution mating with» the ?rstmentioned-i surface 
of revolution, The means for limiting: turning‘ 
of the hub portions in: the sockets; includes, for 
each blade and sock-ctr alreoess- in the tapering‘ 
socket wall and a projection fromathe- mating 
wall, said‘ recesses. having/1a radiallyouter~ wall 
nearer the axis of said surfaces-~ of; revolution 
than. the length of the radius, of- .said- circular 
mouths and: said projections each, having.- an 
outer wall. adjacent, when saidlbla'des are-assem-vv 
bled on saidv rotor element, the-rad'ialhouter wall 
of the recess and said walls having the, elements 
thereof mutually. parallel and. parallel. to; the 
axis of said surface of- revo-lution. Were-it de- 
sired to recess the peripheralwall.Qf'the‘hub‘por 
tion 2'! and. extend. ,into, the recessua ‘projection. 
of predetermined angular width,. tome-verse the,‘ 
relative positions, of, the limit, means; i this, would. 
be within the broadest aspect of; my; invention. 
Also, if. desired, in’ lieu of_ the; Single stop lug,v 
spaced lugs in, separate recessesv orxin. anv B1011." 
gated recess.v may be. employed. fllhe stop, a150,; 
may be, formed, on, other portions of the; pivot 
structure for the blades, such as, between, the 
pivot element and» itscbearing, 
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While there, is in this application speci?cally ‘ 
described one form which ‘the. invention "may 
assume in. practice, it will be understoodthat this 
form of the same is shown‘ for purposes of ‘ill'us 
tration and that the invention maybe modified‘ 
and embodied in various other forms without d'eé 
parting from its spirit or the scope of' the ap 
pended claims. ~ 6 
What I claim as'new and desire to secure-by 

Letters Patent is: ' 

1. A fan rotor element ‘for an axial flow fan 
comprising‘ a hub, a web, a rim- havingilradiaill 
sockets therein having mouths openingv outward:-. 
1y through .said .rim, and includingbearing in-v 
serts cast in said rimiand, disposed radially ine. 
wardly of the mouths of S?idlSQQk?tSL fan blades 
each having; a, pivot element cast, in; its, inner 
end, said pivot elements .each having. a, portion 
received and journaled in one of said-\bearing-in 
sorts and having itsportion which is v.cast in va 
fan blade lying. entirely radially inwardly oi the. 
mouth of the socket but outwardly of ‘the bear 
ing insert, and‘ the portions of ‘the inner ends of‘ 
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6; 
said Jan blades . in; which. said, pivot. elements»: are. 
castv closely received in said radial‘ sockets, and: 
means for holdingv said pivot. elements. in. saidz 
sockets. 

2. A fan. rotor element for an. axial?ow fan-l 
comprising; a. hub, alweb, a.‘ rim having; radiali 
sockets: therein, having, mouths~ opening‘ out-_ 
wardly- through; said rim, and including bearing: 
insertscast insaid; rim and. spaced radially: in 
wardfrom the mouths ofsaidsockets, fanlbladesi 
eachihaving va pivot elementv cast in, its .inner end, 
saidibladeszeach having the entire portion there-l 
of ' circumferentially surrounding its associated; 
pivot element received in one of saidsockets, and; 

5 having its associated‘pivot elementreceived and‘: 
journaled. in one of said bearing inserts, and" 
means for holding said pivotelements inlsaidi , 
sockets, andfor maintaining said blades each in 
the same angular relation toa plane which in» 
cludesthe axisof its socket and the; axisof: the 
rotor, said‘. blades‘ and, said rim. having, blades 
angle-limiting stop surfaces locatedv wholly: 
radially inwardof the mouth of,~ each socket...and= 
radially outward of its bearing insert. 

3. A fan blade including a blade portion, a hub‘ 
portion adapted. for reception in a socket and; 
of greater diameter than the thickness of said 
blade portion at the portion of. the latter closest 
to saidhub portion and tapering. away from said 
blade portion, and a pivot element cast in- posi 
tion in said hub portion, said hub portion of‘ 
greater length than the length of the portion of 
said pivot element that is cast therein and hav-~ 
ing the part thereof in which said pivot element . 
is cast at least principally in theform of a taper 
ing solid of, revolution of which the axis liesin 
the same line as the axis’ of said pivot element. 

4. A fan blade including a blade portion, a 
hub portion adapted for reception in a socket’ 
and of greater diameter than the thickness of 
said blade portion, at the portion of the latter» 
closest to said hub portion and tapering away» 
from said blade portion, and a- pivot element 
cast in position in said hub portion and having; 
between the ends of said hub- portion shoulders‘ 
between which metal of the'hub portion of said: 
blade interlocks, said hub portion having the 
part thereof in which said pivot element is cast 
at least principally in the form of a tapering; 
solid‘of revolution of which the generatrix is con 
cave and of which the axis lies in the same‘ line 
as the axis of said pivot element. ' 

5. An adjustable blade fan comprising a- rotor 
having tapering sockcts- opening inwardly from 
mouths in- the periphery of said rotor and‘ hav 
ing radial bores for the reception of fan blade 
pivot elements, said radial bores communicating 
With said tapering sockets, fan blades having hub 
portions ?lling at least the mouths of said sockets 

0 and pivot elements received in‘ said- bores when 1 
said- blades are assembled on-said' rotor, each hub 
portion and associated- pivot element havingo» 
maximum diametric dimension in each plane to» 
which their axes are perpendicular at least asv 
great as in» any’ parallel planes‘ nearer- the inner, 
end of said pivot element whereby said: blades are’ 
positionable in assembled relation with said rotor 
by movement axially of said sockets, and- means 
located wholly between the periphery 0t said 
rotor and the- radially outer ends of said bores 
for limiting the angular adjustment of- said‘ 
blades. / 

6-; An- adjustable blade‘ f-an comprising a rotor 
having- ‘tapering- sockets opening, inwardly from 
mouths in- the periphery-of said rotor and having 
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radial bores for the reception of fan blade pivot 
elements, said radial bores communicating with 
said tapering sockets, fan blades having hub por 
tions ?lling at least the mouths of said sockets 
and pivot elements received in said bores when 
said blades are assembled on said rotor, each hub 
portion and associated pivot element having a 
maximum diametric dimension in each plane to 
which their axes are perpendicular at least as 
great as in any parallel planes nearer the inner 
end of said pivot element whereby said blades are 
positionable in assembled relation with said rotor 
by movement axially of said sockets, and means 
between the periphery of said rotor and the radi 
ally outer ends of said bores and enclosed wholly 
within the metal of said rotor for limiting the 
angular adjustment of said blades. 

'1. An adjustable blade fan comprising a rotor 
having tapering sockets opening inwardly from 
mouths in the periphery of said rotor and com 
municating with radial bores for the reception of 
fan blade pivots, fan blades having hub portions 
?lling at least the mouths of said sockets and 
pivot elements received in said bores when said 
blades are assembled on said rotor, each hub por 
tion and associated pivot element having a maxi 
mum die-metric dimension in each plane to which 
their axes are perpendicular at least as great as 
in any parallel planes nearer the inner end of 
said pivot element whereby said blades are posi 
tionable in assembled relation with said rotor by 
movement axially of said sockets, and means be 
tween the periphery of said rotor and the radially 
outer ends of said bores for limiting the angular 
adjustment of said blades, said last mentioned . 
means including a radial projection integrally 
formed on each of said hub portions and a recess 
for receiving said projection formed. between the 
ends of the associated tapering socket. 

8. An adjustable blade fan comprising a rotor 
having tapering sockets opening inwardly from 
mouths in the periphery of said rotor and com 
municating with radial bores for the reception of 
fan blade pivots, fan blades having hub portions 
?lling at least the mouths of said sockets and 
pivot elements received in said bores when said 
blades are assembled on said rotor, each hub por 
tion and associated pivot element having a maxi 
mum diainetric dimension in each plane to which 
their axes are perpendicular at least as great as 
in any parallel planes nearer the inner end of said 
pivot element whereby said blades are position 
able in fully assembled relation with said rotor 
by movement axially of said sockets, and means 
between the p wiphery of said rotor and the radi 
ally outer ends of said bores and enclosed wholly 
within the metal of said rotor for limiting the 
angular adjustment of said blades, said last men 
tioned means including a radial projection in 
tegrally formed on each of said hub portions. 

Q. An adjustable blade fan comprising a rotor 
having portions in which there are tapering sock 
ets opening inwardly from mouths in the periph 
ery of said rotor and communicating with radial 
bores for the reception of fan blade pivots, fan 
blades having hub portions filling at least the 
mouths of said sockets and pivot elements re 
ceived in said bores, and means between the pe 
riphery of said rotor and the radially outer ends 
of said bores and enclosed wholly within the metal 
of said rotor for limiting the angular adjustment 
of said blades, said means including pairs of co 
operating radially extending projections and re 
cesses, a pair individual to each blade, such pro 
jection and recess for each blade carried one by 
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one of said portions and the other by the other of 
said portions and disposed, when said blade pivot 
is in the bore which receives it, in a common zone 
transverse to the axis of the hub of such blade, 
and having such relation to each other establish 
able by the insertion of the hub portion of the 
blade axially into its respective socket. 

10. In an adjustable blade fan, a cast rotor 
comprising a hub, a web, and a peripheral ?ange 
portion having sockets therein tapering inwardly 
to open into bearing bores, fan blades having hub 
portions tapering correspondingly with said sock 
ets and carrying pivot elements receivable in said 
bearing bores, set screws relative to which said 
blades are rotatable on their pivots while remain 
ing stationary as to axial movement, for ?xing 
the angles of the blades relative to said rotor, 
threaded clamping means respectively formed on 
and carried by said pivot elements for providing 
security of said blades after setting, and means 
including a recess and a projection between the 
inner and outer ends of said tapering sockets for 
limiting the maximum angular adjustment of 
said blades. 

11. A fan rotor element having a rim portion 
having radial sockets having circular mouths 
opening through the outer periphery of said rim 
and having sidewalls principally in the form of 
a surface of revolution which tapers in the di 
rection of the center of the rotor element, fan 
blades each having a hub portion having a taper 
ing sidewall principally in the form of a surface of 
revolution mating with said ?rst mentioned sur 
face of revolution, and means for limiting turn 
ing of said hub portions in said sockets including 
for each blade and socket a recess in the taper 
ing socket wall and a projection from said mating 
wall, said recesses each having a radially outer 
wall nearer the axes of said surfaces of revolu 
tion than the length of the radius of said circular 
mouths, and said projections each having an 
outer wall adjacent, when said blades are as 
sembled on said rotor element, the radially outer 
wall of said recess, and said walls having the ele 
ments thereof mutually parallel. 

12. A fan rotor element having a rim portion 
having radial sockets having circular mouths 
opening through the outer periphery of said rim 
and having sidewalls principally in the form of a 
surface of revolution which tapers in the direc 
tion of the center of the rotor element, fan blade; 
each having a hub portion having a tapering sidc~ 
wall principally in the form of a surface of revc~ 
lution mating with said ?rst mentioned surface of 
revolution, and means for limiting turning or 
said hub portions in said sockets including for 
each blade and socket a. recess in the tapering 
socket wall and a projection from said mating 
wall, said recess having a radially outer wali 
nearer the axes of said surfaces of revolution 
than the length of the radius of said circular 
mouths, and said projections each having an 
outer wall adjacent, when said blades are assem 
bled on said rotor element, the radially outer 
wall of said recess, and said walls having the ole- 
ments thereof mutually parallel and parallel to 
the axis of said surfaces of revolution. 

13. A fan blade having a hub portion having 
the periphery thereof in the form of a surface or‘ 
revolution having its generatrix arcuate and with 

its concavity facing away from the axis or‘ surface, said hub portion having projecting from 

said surface of revolution a lug having surfaces 



at its opposite ends lying in planes intersecting 
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along the axis of said hub. 
CHARLES F. GOEDE. 
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